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Tomato Update 
Florida Just as the Central Florida Tomato deal was 

finishing up, they received a substantial rainstorm that will 
most likely bring the deal to a close. The new areas starting 
up are South Georgia and South Carolina. Markets on few 
supplies available remain in the high teens to low $20s. 
 

California One tomato shipper is running light volume in 

Indio. The first Central California tomato shippers will begin 
next week. Markets are in the mid-teens.  
 

Mexico Tomato production in Central Mexico is coming to 

a close. Sonora will continue into June up until increasingly 
hot weather finishes up this harvest area. Markets are in the 
low 20s on vine ripe tomatoes and mid-teens on romas. 
 

Heirlooms Supplies are down, and markets have elevated. 

New Summer crops remain a couple weeks from starting.  
 

Organic Heirloom Tomatoes Markets have 

elevated as Winter crops out of Mexico have finished for the 
season. New Summer crops have started with limited volume. 
Supplies are forecasted to improve over the course of the 
next couple of weeks.  
 

Weather Outlook 
California Currently experiencing extremely warm 

temperatures in the Salinas Valley for this time of year. 
 

Mexico Persistently warm temperatures through the end of 

this week with maximum temperatures ranging from 99-110° 
for all inland fields and into the 90s along the coast.  
 

Florida Forecasting scattered light to moderate showers 

Wednesday and Thursday, then dry for the weekend with 
near normal temperatures.  
 

Avocados 
Mexico Supplies remain steady as harvest continues into 

summer. Excellent quality reported, sizing skewed towards 
the smaller fruit; 60s and 70s holding the lion’s share of the 
pack out.  
 

California Supplies remain steady as US growers 

continue to harvest fruit in the domestic groves. Look for 
domestic avocados to stay in the Western regions of the 
country as Peru and Mexico cover eastern demand. Much of 
the domestic pack out is skewing towards the smaller sizing, 
tracking similar to Mexico. Excellent quality reported and is 
expected to remain that way through September. 
 

Melons 
Cantaloupe/Honeydew The market remains active 

and availability is extremely limited. Overall demand 
continues to increase. Mexico is winding down and the 
desert is just getting started. Unseasonably hot 
temperatures may setback harvest this week. Excessive heat 
warnings are in place through Friday.  
 

Watermelon The market remains active and supplies 

are limited due to the strong holiday pull. Growers are 
holding off on harvest to allow the fruit to size up.  
 
 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Berries 
Strawberries Prices are level and the market is steady. 

The strawberry growing regions are headed into a strong 
harvest period with good weather on the forecast in growing 
areas. Quality has been excellent with Salinas and Watsonville 
starting production. Continue to see a bulk of strawberry 
volume coming out of Santa Maria and Oxnard.  
 

Blueberries The market is steady, and supplies are 

adequate. Excellent quality reported; berries are plump and 
flavorful. Sugar levels range from 12 to 16 brix.  
 

Tree Fruit 
California California grown peaches and nectarines began 

shipping last week. Quality is good with sugar levels ranging 
from 10 to 12 brix but will climb as the season progresses. 
California grown plums will hit the market by the week of June 
15th. Sugar levels are expected to range from 12 to 14 brix.  
 

Cucumbers 
Mexico Production in Mainland Mexico is going strong. 

However, we are starting to see shrivel which is caused by the 
high temperatures in the growing region. Mexico will 
continue to ship through Nogales going into June. A fourth 
grower has started out of Baja as we transition over for the 
summer. So far quality is good and will make a full transition 
to Baja cucumbers over the next three weeks.  
 

Citrus 
Oranges We have finished our Navel season in Redlands 

and the next crop will be Fall 2020. Production on new crop 
Valencia oranges will start the week of 5/25.  
 

Lemons Demand has increased as warmer temperatures 

are setting in. The onset of additional foodservice business 
will take more fruit out of the mix. Prices are rising as we are 
starting to hit capacity of packing.  
 

Grapefruit Harvest has started on our new California 

crop out of Redlands. The market is limited due to lack of 
harvest crews and unprecedented demand.  
 

Onions 
California/Mexico The onion market has firmed as 

the Northwest is finishing for the season and overall 
demand has increased. California and New Mexico will 
continue to ramp up with additional volume in the coming 
weeks and replace the supply out of the Northwest. Texas 
has transitioned into the northern regions, while Mexican 
onions are now crossing through Nogales. Foodservice 
demand continues to increase back to where it was prior to 
the shutdowns, and the USDA Box Program is generating 
high demand on all onions as well. We anticipate with each 
passing week there will be improvements in market 
conditions as demand continues to improve.  
 

Bell Peppers 
Red/Yellow Bells Volume is limited out of Mexico as 

production transitions from Spring to Summer crops. We’ll 
continue to see some older fruit until new crops start up in 
June. We expect to see an increase in greening for the next 
two weeks as farms begin to push new crops in order to 
meet demand in the heightened markets.  
 

Green Bells Coachella is the primary growing region for 

the West and offering excellent quality with thick walls and 
good color. Supplies are limited this week but expected to 
harvest until June when the Bakersfield area gets up and 
running. A few growers will have Mexican peppers through 
the month of May, though quality is starting to become an 
issue with multiple days of extreme heat. There will be some 
bells available in Plant City/Central Florida, but volume is 
light with quality and sizing declining. Fortunately, Georgia 
is now up and running and volume should increase once we 
get past the rain this week. These will be crown picks with 
mostly larger-sized peppers and excellent quality. There will 
be additional volume and sizing options as growers get 
further into their crops.  


